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$12. 7 Billion Lost to Changes
The Deficit Reduction Act
2005 cuts $12.7 million from· student loan programs. As a result,
The nation's student loan pro- loans will become more expensive
grams lost $12.7 billion of fund- for students and their parents.
ing when President George , W.
The President's signing of the
Bush signed into law the Deficit Deficit Reduction Act 2005 hapReduction Act 2005.
pened at the same time as Gov.
' The President signed the act Arnold Schwarzenegger proposed
on Wed. Feb. 08, 2006 in the East putting money into the budget to
Room of the White House.
compensate for the 8 percent
"This change in loan policies increase in student fees.
affects all students. There are
The Governor's proposition
roughly 15 million students who means that students will not have
borrow money," said Luke , to pay more money in the fall
Swarthout, a higher education quarter because the added funds
associate at the Public Interest would freeze the fee hike.
Members of the CSU Board of
Research Group (CALPIRG) in
Trustees expressed concern that
Washington DC.
Daniel Otianga
Staff Writer

Eddie Garcia/Chronicle

Janeth Manjarrez (right) helps Katherine Gonzalez (left) fill out
the FAFSA.

Aid Given Back
FASFA lightens up on· drug offenses
Eddie Garcia
Staff Writer
After seven years of student
activism, Congress decided to give
back financial aid to some co1lege
student with drug convictions.
In a statement, Kris Crane,
executive director of Students for
Sensible Drug Policy (SSDP), said

"After years of political posturing
and empty promises, Congress has
finally decided to help some students banned by .this misguided
policy."
The issue hotly debated is
Question 31 on the Free
Application for Federal Student
Aid (FAFSA).Those students with
drug convictions might have difficulty in obtaining federal aid.
Question 31 is in bold letters
and says, "Do not leave blank." It
then goes on to ask, "Have you
ever been convicted of possessing

student fees will increase in the
2007-2008 academic year in spite
of the· Governor's proposed addition to the budget.
The Chronicle attempted to contact a spokesperson for the CSUSB
administration about this issue. No
one was available for comment.
Students from all over the country made efforts to stop the cut to
federal student loan programs in
the Deficit Reduction Act 2005. '
Various politicians also accompanied those -who protested the cut.
On Jan. 31, 2006, Assembly
member John Laird (D - Santa
Cruz), along with sixty-nine
California state legislators, sent a
letter to Speaker Dennis Hastert. In

the letter, Laird said that the budget cut to student loan programs in'
the act is the largest cut in the history of federal student financial aid
programs.
The letter also $aid that the cut
accounts for almost a third. of the
total budget cuts proposed in the
act.
According to the CALPIRG:
website, students held rallies, con;,
ferences, wrote editorials ancU
addressed members of Congress in
protest of the reductions.
The act faced opposition, but if:
passed the House and the Senate. ""
•
According to the CALPIRC:
website, the Senate voted 51 to 50•
•
Continued on Pg 2.
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Vlade Stops By

or selling illegal drugs?
"If you have answered 'yes,'
complete and submit this application, and we will send you a work- Group Seven and CSUSB Team up for Ed ucation
'
sheet in the mail for you to deterbreak-up of Yugoslavia," accordJennifer Galvan
mine if your conviction affects
ing to www.groupseven.org.
Chronicle Staff
your eligibility for aid."
Group Seven is an internationAdded in 1998 as an amendVlade Divac, former' ·Los al, non-profit organization that was
ment to the Higher Education Act Angeles Lakers player, and his found by Divac in 1995 in Europe
(REA), the "Drug Provision"
organization,
Group
Seven and then made its way across thr
excludes students with drug con- Children's Foundation, has joined Atlantic to America in 1999.
victions from receiving federal forces with CSUSB in order to
The organization allows
financial aid to attend institutions bring together a diverse group pf youths from all over the world to
of higher learning. To some, this youths to the U.S. in order to learn visit the United States and it gives
seems like a severe penalty for English and play basketball with them · the opportunity to learn
what might be miJlor offenses.
English. The group's added bonus
. top NBA players.
Janeth Manjarrez, Senior and
Other founding members is that the students get to play basEnglish major, believes that the include "Predrag Danilovic, ketball with a top NBA star.
question "is not relevant to the Aleksandar Djordjevic, Zarko
During 'the week ofFeb. 6-10,
financial aid process and someone Paspalj, Zeljko Rebraca, Dejan a group of kids, ages 10-16 from
coming to college."
Bodiroga, and Zoran Savic: These Anshan, Northeastern China, was
"I believe that people should athletes have joined together to given the chance to test run a proget a second chance," said offer care and comfort to children gram that is set for this summer.
Majarrez.
Alex
Dimitrijevic,
Cosuffering from the isolation, poverCorrtinued on Pg 2.
ty an~ displacement inherent to the Con,tinued on Pg. 2

Samantha Ramia/Chronicle:
Divac poses with the Group Seven Children's Foundati6n.

Up' Kids:..
Ronald Changes Lives CSUSB ·Helps 'Gear
--

Rick Lykens
Staff Writer
"The Lorna Linda Ronald
McDonald House (LLRMH) . is a
"home-away-from-home" for families with children undergoing
treatment for cancer and other serious illnesses at Lorna Linda
Children's Hospital and other near• by facilities," www.llrmh.org.
Last year, volunteers were
.
essential in providing support and
':; • comfort for nearly 750 families at
; LLRMH. Volunteers participate in
a variety of activities, such as
fundraising, services at the house,
preparing meals and special
events.
Major events, like the upcoming "Relay for Kids" on April 30,
are orchestrated by LLRMH's
Public Relations Dir~ctor, Karen
Pouge. Pouge herself began as a
volunteer with LLRMH even
before it opened on Sept. 11, 1996.
The goal for "Relay for Kids"
is to recruit 100 teams for the
annual event. The premise behind
"Rea lay for Kids" is to keep some• · one on the track at all times, either
jogging, or running. Each team
consists of six, or more people.
"It's a fun and easy ?lay to
fundraise
for
the
Ronald
McDonald house,"said Shayann
Goins, Volunteer Coordinator for
' LLRMH.
.:.;
·•·
The purpose of the event is to
raise money to benefit children

.
•

..

I

Kelly Koe_h ler
Staff Writer

Gear Up Inland Empire is on
the move to get more under-represented students prepared to enter
the four-year university system.
Gaining Early Awareness and
Readiness for Undergraduate
Programs is designed to inspire
middle-school students to think
realistically and ambitiously about
their education. Team players for
the federally funded program provide the tools necessary to get students into college.
The Federal 'Department of
Education gave a grant to the
CSUSB's Gear Up Inland
Empire(GUIE)i a total of $15.6
million that will be allotted over

the next six years.
According to Alise Clouser,
CSUSB Program Coordinator
High School Liaison, the mission
is to get San Bernadino seventhgraders to "start thinking about
college in an out of the box kind of
way."
GUIE acts as a guide for students to maneuver through middle
school, conquer high school, and
finally, enter college with the mind
set that they can and will succeed.
Currently, there are about
3, 700 middle-school and highschool students are involved with
GUlE.
The program is partnered with
three. area school districts:
Coachella Valley Unified· School
District, Nuview Union School

District, and Rialto Unified School:
District.
'
"We're doing some great
things," Clouser said.
The. program has many activiti-es planned for the 2005-2006
school year. Students will visit
CSUSB and participate in dorm
stays.
Students have the opportunity
to participate in various sports
tournaments.
GUIE will provide professional development workshops for·
teachers, counselors, and administrators.
CSUSB College of Education
graduates provide tutorial assistance and act as mentors to the
young students.
Continued on Pg 2.

Courtesy of the Ronald McDqnald House Public Affiars.

Ronald poses with one of the teams from "Relay for Kids".

and families at the LLRMH.
Last year, the "Relay for
Kids" raised more than $150 thousand.
The "Relay for Kids" is
LLRMH's signature event. The
first one was held when the house
was still in the plarming stages. It
is the largest event in terms of
money raised, participants, and
people in attendance.
This annual event will be held

on April 30th at Sylvan Park in
Redlands, CA. Activities include
the relay race, entertainment, a
food court, as well as a variety of
sports tournaments and talent contests. ,
To volunteer for LLRMH,
call Goins at (909) 558-8333. For
more information about LLRMH
call Pouge at (909) 558-8344 or
visit
their
website
www.llrmh.com.

.

lA STATE UN/V .

Antonio· Johnson, Alise L. Clouser, Thomas Cooper pose for Unity Day.
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Campus Incident Reports
Date:02/02/06
Inddent:Disturbing the Peace
Description: At about 4:08 pm
officers responded to building "7"
of the University Village apartments in reference to a report of a
student standing outside the building yelling at another student.
Officers contacted the student
who was yelling. The student had
past personal problems with the
other student. No one was injured.

l>ate:02/02/06
Incident:
Medical~
Aid
Description: At about 6:58 pm an
officer responded to the_University
Hall building in reference to a student reporting that she felt dizz)r.
The officer contacted a student in room 251 who said she was
pregnant and having abdominal
pain. Paramedics at the locations
examined the student.
.iP'! The paramedics told the stu'fent she needs to be seen by her
~gular ·doctor.
.

the pool locker room. There is no
suspect information.
Date:02-06-06
Incident:
Medical
Aid
Description: A non-student was
injured in a traffic accident behind
the HPE complex.
The , vehicle driver was
attempting to turn around when h<;
felt faint and blacked out. He then
coasted into two trash dUPlpsters.
The driver was treated at the
scene, arid then transported to a
hospital for further observation.

Date: 02-06-06
Incident: Fraud
Description: A student came to
the U.P. to report that he had a
check stolen from him by an
unknown person.
The check was later cashed in
the amount of$2,890.00. The case
is still under investigation.

!

j

Date:02.-06-06
Incident:
D.U.I. Arrest
~
ate:02/02/06
Description: Officers received a
call from an off-duty Resident
~cldent: Battery
~escription: At about 7:13 pm an Assistant frJm housing who was at
~cer responded to Building 3 of Denny's. She stated that there was
e University Apartments to. a driver who was possibly under
vestigate a past battery.
the influence.
~ The officer contacted a stuUpon officer's arrival, it was
~nt who ·stated her roommate determined that the driver was in
~apped her because of an argu- fact under the influence. Officer's
~ent over the use a microwave made the arrest after requesting
riven on. This occurred on Friday, S.B.P.D. assistance.
- 1127/06.
~
Date:02-07-06
ate:02-03-06
Incident: 626 Notice Issued
cldent:Burglary
Description: A non student was
escription:
Between
the
hours
found
sleeping in the lobby of
·o<f'
1430 and 1700, an unknown Bldg. #7, second floor by an R.A.
. eerson(s) entered the Physical The subject was issued a 626

l,.
..

:en

r.edueliti6H BuildiHg, wmnen's

fiGti~e

. locker room, and entered a stu~ent's unlocked locker and stole
the student's property.
There are no investigative
. leads available. This case is possi: ~ly related to Case 06-0118.

return:

• J)ate: 02-03-06
. 'Ineldent: Burglary
··Description: BetWeen the hours
:_~f 1430 and 1700, an unknown
:-person(s) entered the Physical
~"Education Building, women's
=tPcker room, and stole property
ot
· ti'om a student's backpack that was
Jeft unattended in the room.
There are no investigative
leads available. This case is possi·bly related to Case 06-0117.

..

: nate: 02-03-06
: Inddent: Burglary
: Description: A student reported
·that her backpack was stolen from
inside an unlocked locker inside

tG leave

~a.mpus

and not

I'

Date:02-07-06
Incident: Grand theft
Description: A student reported
that an unknown person stole a
bracelet
from inside. her dorm
.
room while she was gone.
Date: 02-08-06
Incident: Disturbance
Description: Two male students
got into a disturbance/fight while
playing basketball in the gym.
Both were fraternity members.
They resolved their iss~ prior
to the· officer's arrival, but were
.removed from the gym.
This case is being referred to
Dr. Henderson for review.

Campus Incident Reports are
courtesy of the Campus Police
Department.
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Basketball Camp
Director for Group Seven, said and to help put together the
"We expect to get about 500 inter- Basketball program." Divac said
national students for the summer that he wants students to have fun
program." The current group is while they are here learning
made up of 21 student.s.
English.
The summer international proThe students from China took
gram is scheduled for July 10-21 morning American Culture and
Language classes and then attendhere at CSUSB.
According to a press release, ed basketball clinics in the after"Youth from the Inland Empire noon.
between the ages of 8 and 17 will
The classes were offered by
be able to participate in the basket- CSUSB's College of Extended
ball camp July 17-21 , 200 and play Learning's International Extension
along with peers from around the Program and Divac's Group Seven
world."
provided the clinics.
On Thu, Feb. 9, Divac was at
Divac
headed
to
the
CSUSB in the Commons' dining Coussoulis Arena after his promoroom promoting his summer pro- tion in the Commons, where he
gram.
joined the group for their basketWhen asked about his visit to ball clinic.
CSUSB, Divan said, "I'm here for
Also present were the group's
the international language program three coaches, Marie Henry, Mike

Lorente, and Todd Bragonier, and
their MC, Drew Snelgrove.
Dimitrijevic stresses that it is
very important to know that Divac
has been actively involved with the
organization from the very begin- ning. He has devoted time to teach
children some of his basketball
skills through various summer
camp programs.
"The proceeds of the camps
benefit children in the local community as well as Divac's Group
Seven Foundation which provides
assistance to children internationany:--according to a press release.
So far, the organization has
been able to provide over $2 million to a variety of educational programs in Serbia-Montenegro,
Indonesia, Ethiopia, Bosnia. Herzegovina, and the United
Samantha Ramla/Chronlcle States. Divac has been committed
Divac helps the kids work on their ba~ketball skills
to projects that benefit children in

.

The Ouonicle reserves the right to edit all editorials'SQbmiUed to the paper.

the U.S . and his homeland of
Serbia-Montenegro.
According to a press release,
Divac has earned widespread
recognition through his charitable
acts.
Such recognition includes the
"Good Samaritan" Award from
International Orthodox Christian
Charities, Sporting News "Good
Guys" Award, a Medal of Merit
from the Serbian Unity Congress,
and the NBA's Citizenship Award.
A flyer promoting Group
Seven states that Divan also participated in the "Basketball Without
Borders" program and serves as a
UN "Goodwill Ambassador."
Vlade Dicav is expected to
return to CSUSB for the summer
program.
For more information on
Divac's Group Seven, visit wwwgroupseven.org.

Continued:

The News in .Brief Financial Aid Cuts·,

ed students organizations by
attending CSSA monthly meet- in favor of the Deficit Reduction resolutions by eight different comAct 2005 on December 21, 2005. mittees to reduce outlays in the
ings.
The trustees establish policies On Feb. 01, 2006 the House of 2006 fiscal year.
According to Swarthout, the
on student fees, admissions, fman- Representatives also voted in
cial aid, technology, and many . favor of the act, after which it was cut to federal student aid programs
is part of a $40 billion reduction in
other issues that directly impact signed by the president
According to the Library of federal programs. The act also
over 405,000 students in CSU.
Congress website, the Deficit . means loss of funding to programs
Serving as a trustee presents a
unique opportunity to shape higher Reduction Act 2005 provides for such as Medicaid and Food
education policy for one of the budget reconciliation pursuant to Stamps.
largest systems of higher education in.the world.
Continued:
The CSSA will accept applications from students until Wed.,
Feb. 22, 2006. Interviews will be
In their senior year of high what it takes to help their child . ,
conducted at California State
University, Fresno on Fri., April school, GUIE will provide free succ.e ed in school is key. But keeping active parental involvement is
21, 2006, and up to 5 fmalists will vouchers to take the SATs.
"We try to get the parents crucial.
be, forwarded to Gov. Arnold
Knowing is half the battle in
Schwarzenegger, who will make involved," Clouser said. GUIE
the final decision.
provides student and parent pre- almost any situation. GUIE proMore
information
visit sentations that support and encour- vides schools with Fast Trak preage
academic
achievement. sentations. College graduates go
www.csustudents.org.
Literacy workshops are provided out to the schools and they tell kids
For tfJe Record
for Spanish-speaking parents. in every class how they can get
Chronicle has made a mistake, Keeping paren~s informed about into a four-year university.

Student Trustee Search
The Cal State Student
Association (CSSA) is looking for
the next student trustee to serve on
the Cal State University (CSU)
Board of Trustees.
'
The primary responsibility of
two CSU student · trustees who
serve overlapping terms on the
Board is to present the positions,
issues, and perspectives of CSU
students. They have the same powers and privileges as other trustees,
including campus visits, commencement ceremonies, receive a
modest stipend ($1 00/day) for
conducting trustee business and
attend seven regularly scheduled
meetings per'year.
Also, student trustees are exofficial board members of the Cal
State Student Association (CSSA)
where they receive guidance and
information from campusas.sociat-

Gear Up Encourages Kids

If you feel the
please feel free to contact Diana Reyes or
Christine Gonzales at 537-5289 or e-mail
sbchron@csusb.edu

..
r..~~'

' ,' .:. . . .
b · · ·k!"'l."
.

BRAND NEW ROOMS FOR RENT
WOW!!! Beau~fully :furnished ~ooDJ.s
Less than a DJ.ile &om. CSUSB
Brand new buildings, b~and ne-w furniture
b e d rooans/New Kitchen Cooking FaciUty
Living RooDJ./ Activity Room
Reasonable Rat:es
Can Betty (301) 233-2655
(909) 880-8425
(909) 887~2445
eDJ.ail: bettychepti@aolrcOm

University Computer Repair

DlM:Ialmcr

The Coyote Oliooicle is published every Friday ta dism'bution on Monday· during
academic session by the Dqlei1ment of Cornmunkation Studies, California State
~:rs·ily,, San Bemardino.
The opioioos expressed in the Chtooicle are those of the student writers and edi1DJS
do ootteflect the views ofthe university, its administration, filcuky, or any oCber pa:cr institution unless e:xpressly noted
The appearanre ofany advertisement in the Chrooi& 00es oot ttpeseut the Chronicle

Samantha Ramla/Chronic:le

Vlade Divac and CSUSB student, Lena Yang, is a big fan .

...

Complete Computer
Troubleshooting & Repair

; Software &Hardware Installation
and more
In-home/ business sendee calls
Reasonable prices

Mehdi Kamgar

(909) 816·9204

Continued:

Changes in FASFA Benefits
This issue is dose to Manjarrez, was tried as an adult."
because she knows of two students
Students also have a chance to
who have_had an encounter with complete a rehabilitation program.
question 31 on the FAF,SA.
According to the Federal Aid
"One of them did not receive Handbook, "Students denied eligi- '
aid and because of lack of aid bility for an indefinite period can
decided not to attend," said regain it only after completing a
Majarrez, "he was not a bad guy." rehabilitation
program
as
She also believes that the question described below (in the handbook
is a "form of discouragement and .· or on the FAFSA website) or if a
no one is perfect!"
:.,c~n:viction is rever~ed, set aside, or
The SSDP believe that the removed from the student's record
"Drug Provision" has disqualified so that fewer than two convictiOilS
more than i 75,000 li>w to middle-. for sale or three convictions for
income students from, receiving possession remain on the tecor4."
financial assistance to go to colIn January 2005, the congrcslege for what are often relatively sionally
created
Advi&Qry
minor offenses.
Committee on Student Financial
Although drug offenses can Assistance recommended that the
affect aid, there is some hope. drug conviction question ' be
According to the Federal Aid removed from the financial aid
Handbook issued by the Federal application.
Processor, "A federal or state drug
Students wanting more inforconviction can disqualify a student mation 'can visit the FAFSA webfor Federal Student Aid funds. A site at www.fafsa.eq.gov. Students
conviction that was reversed, set can also visit the CSUSB Financial
aside, · or removed from the stu- Aid Office located in University
dent's record does not count, nor Hall-150. For more infonnation , · ·
does one received when the stu- visit online to ftnaid.csusb.edu or
dent was a juvenile, unl~ss he/she call (909) 537-7800.
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Dixon's
''Outstanding'' Recognition.
Courtesy of Public

Affairs
Cal State . San Bernardino
physics professor Paul Dixon has
been named the 2006 Outstanding
Professor at Cal State San
Bernardino.
He learned of the choice at a
surprise ambush by university
President Albert Karnig and former winners during a class he was
teaching on campus Feb. 9.
Dixon returned to the campus
as professor of physics in 2003
after a two-year appointment as
research professor at UCLA.
Before that, he taught as assistant
and associate professor at CSUSB
from 1992 to 2003.
He teaches in all areas of
physics, including statistical and
thermal, electrodynamics, data
acquisition and control, and solid
state physics.
A 1983 graduate (B.A.) of the
University of Michigan, he holds
the Ph.D. in physics from the

Greg Dupree/ Chronicle

TV/ Video Production members discuss script ideas for an upcoming episode of "UTI."

~Under
.l'

the In-fluence' On TV

Latriece Collins
Staff Writer

t

:

"Under the Influence" (UTI)

i: CSUSB's very own public

~cess show that is correeptualized, written, and produced by
s~dents from the Communication
~dies program.
! This quarter, the shows' staff
consists of 15 students, each with
his/her own title and position.
• Each show is shot on campus
in a 30-minute magazine format.
A total of six shows are produced
aired each quarter. The show
place in a bar setting, which

Greg Dupree/ Chronicle

Maureen Barley, UTI Host.

complements both the shows' title
and theme.
Students explore what it is to
be "Under the Influence" of a
variety of subjects, ranging from
punk rock to golf.
The show is structured in
three segments, one of which featured a guest interview and another that also featured "roll-in" of
footage shot by students in the
field.
The third segment can consist
of either of the previous options.
Everything on the show is entirely
original.
In the beginning of the quarter, students were broken into
groups in which they collaborated
to develop the concept for their
show. According to Prof. Mike
Wichman, the goal is to let the
students take ownership of the
show so that it becomes their own
show. CSUSB has produced a
public access show for the pa t II
years.
When asked about the students approach to the show,
Wichman said, "They take it seriously. They really want it to be a

good show both, content and
quality wise."
Beverely Parkinson, production
secretary of UTI, said her job is to
"keep track of everyone, making
sure everyone is communicating
with one another." She said she
believes that this year's staff is a
"fantastic group."
Once each egment is completed, it airs in its entirety on San
Bernardino's Channel 3 in three
different time slots.
To get more information
about actual dates and times that
you can catch CSUSB's public
access show, "Under the
Influence," call Cal State's TV lab
537-3526.

Chris Dyrness
Stllff Writer .

Finding a CSUSB parking
space can be difficult. Steps are
being taken by Parking Services to
make more spaces available to students.
Programs are also available to
students who want to find alternativ~s to searching for a space.
The permit for parking at
CSUSB for one quarter currently
stands at $66.
Two fee increases will most
likely happen before the end of the
decade. One increase taking effect
··~
this July will rais the quarterly
permit to $72.
The second increase will hapChronicle , !,': .
Ryan Mclaughlin,' UTI Host.
pen some.time in 2007 or 2008.
There are two reasons for the
increase in costs. The first is the

.

Gn~g.Oupree/

University of Chicago.
Widely esteemed by colleagues and students, his student
evaltations are uniformly high and
written student comments routinely say things such as, "Best teacher
I've had . .. "
Dixon holds two U.S. patents
with fellow professor, Tim Usher.
The first is for an integrated electronics design station, and another
is for a universal laboratory computer-based machine.
This machine that can do the
same work and experiments as traditional, stand-alone electronics
devices like oscilloscopes, digital
multimeters and Bode analyzers,
but in one space-saving convenient
device
called
ELVIS,
or
Educational Laboratory Virtual
Instruments Suite.
Both are the first two patents
Cal State San Bernardino professors have ever received.
Dixon has served on numerous university committees, including academic computing, chair
review, professional awards and

dean search.
He advises freshman stude_gts ·
and has conducted physics labs for
visiting area elementary students.
In the early 1990s he served as
a postdoctoral fellow at Exxop
Research and EQgineeri.rig, conducting research.bn complex fluids
and the dynamics of polymer solu- '
tions.
In 1998 he and Usher,received
CSUSB's
Outstanding
Instructional Related Activity
Award in the College of Natural
Sciences for development of the
applied physics program.
Dixon will be honored along
with the 2006 Golden Apple
Teaching Award wirlner, biology
professor Gerald Thrus!l and o1bers at the San Bernardipo Mayors
Golden Apple Awards at the
National Orange Show on March
16.
I
For more information, conijfct
the Cal State San Bernardino public affairs office at (909) 537-5007
and visit the university's news Web
site .at http://news.csusb.edu.

two new parking structures that
will be built to accommodate the
increasing number of student
attendin._s CSUSB.
The two new structures will
each provide an additional 750
spaces. The cost of the new structures will be $3"2 million.
Building for the first structure
is scheduled to start this summer.
"A tentative date for the
groundbreaking is August '06,"
said
Franschell
Williams,
Operations
&
Enforcements
Supervisor for Parking Services .
The new higher costs for a
permit are because parking servic-.
es does not receive any state funding.
It's up to us to provide money
to build these new structures, as
well at keeping them maintained.
Regardless, CSUSB's parking

permits are still cheaper than many
other Cal State campuses, according to a study done in 2004.
"Permit costs at CSUSB are one of
the lowest around," said WilliarRs.
Programs are available for s\!udents that want to avoid pay~g
high fees for parking, and searc11ting for spots on campus.
A rideshare program offet~
financial benefits in the form 'bf
gift certificates for students thtyt
~~
work on campus.
A carpool program is alsoj~
action to help students who travel
together to get spaces easier.
Getting an exclusive carpoOl
parking space is easier than m~
students would think.
lnfonnation on these pregrams can be found at a link on ~e
CSUSB parking services web pa'je
http://parking.csusb.edu.
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The buses offer an alternative means of transportation to the Cal State San Bernardino Students. . .

CSUSB's Golden Professor
Courtesy of Public
Affairs
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Biology Associate Professor
Gerald Thrush has been named the
2006 Golden Apple Teaching
Excellence award winner at Cal
State San Bernardino .
He learned of the honor in a
surprise "ambush" by University
President Albert K. Karnig and a
group of former winners and faculty colleagues in his classroom on
Thursday, Feb. 2. The 10-year veteran teacher was conducting a
<!lass when the group burst in to
surprise him with the announcement. ·
Thrush has taught many
courses in the biology department,
including immunology, microbiology, organismal. biology, cancer
biology and related topics. He
developed five courses and has

~
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taught in both the undergraduate
and graduate university ·programs.
Thrush received' student evaluations of 3.9 (out of a possible
4.0) across all of his courses.
Students extolled his enthusiasm,
clarity, organization and skill in
the classroom.
He has mentored two biology
master's degree thesis students and
has served on two ·additional graduate thesis committees. He has
supervised 21 undergraduate student research projects during his
career at CSUSB.
Thtush has served as an associate dean of the College of
Natural Sciences, where he handled a ·range of student advisement, outreach and petition issues
for the college.
A native of Midland, Mich.,
be is a 19S5 graduate of Saginaw
Valley State Unix.er$ity in
Michigan (B.S. in biology), and

holds a Ph.D. in immunology and
microbiology from Wayne State
University, Detroit (1990).
He taught for five years in the
early 1990s at University of Texas
Southwestern Medical Center in
Dallas, and for one year at Tarrant
County Junior College in Fort
Worth, Texas.
Some of his past ~wnors
include
University
Facul~
Advisor of the Year (2000-2001)
and College of Natural Sciences
Outstanding Teacher (2004-200!).
As Golden Apple winner
year, he will be honored·at the
Bernardino Mayor's Golden Apple
Awards on March 16 at !je
Valencia Room at National Oraqje
Show in San Bernardino.
For more information, contact
the university's public affairs
office at (909) 537-5007 and visit
the university's news Web site at
http://news.csusb.edu.
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:pl'ack Students Speak Up

Samantha Ramia/Chronicle
ick "Marvalus" Kendle; CSUSB student.

Shonda Hutton
Staff Writer
two
Inland Empire college camis that many students do not
the schools are making
effort in publishing events,
other activities, nor are
enough Black faculty
students agree that the
faculty and staff has
•nr'I .. H -.. ,.t on them, and feel
preventing them from
to take part in the colleffe e.werience.
:::>v "When I look around, there
are nor resentatioos of me," said
Tamieka
eterson, a CSUSB sen_,c <lOT. "I've
ver had a Black profes-'v
sor."

Blacks make up 11 .3 percent
of the student population at
CSUSB and 6 percent ofUCR student population, according to an
Associated Press article published
on Jan. 30.
•
Black faculty and staff members made up 5 percent of all fulltime faculty in 2004 at CSUSB
and 2.4 percent for UCR, according to the article.
UCR students called attention
to the lack of Black professors at a
recent rally.
"We have to step up and say
we want this," said Monique
Jackson, a CSUSB senior.
CSUSB officials are concerned with the inability to keep
Black students enrolled and are
planning several initiatives to
boost retention rates, according to

Press Enterprise online article published on Jtm. 30.
One proposal is to link Black
students with a Black faculty or
staff member as a mentor. This will
be a means to increase the number
of Black college graduates.
According to CSUSB figures,
Black students have the lowest
graduation rate, and 39 percent of
all Black students entering as
freshmen in 1996 graduated within
six years. A total of 28 percent
graduated in four years.
"As a Black student I feel isolated and sometimes wonder what
I'm doing here," said Aaron Smith,
a CSUSB junior. ,
One concern for students is
the loss of the Student Union for
the past couple of years.
This may have an effect on
Black students' awareness and ·
spirit.
Other students voice concerns
ranging from activities and clubs,
to the lack of Black faculty and
staff.
In order to bring awareness to
bii.J~k students about events and
activities, Tresha Vinson, com' munication studies senior, suggests clubs send email communications and post advertisements in
the newspaper.
· "I would like to do something,
we have to do something," said
• Jackson, as she expressed her concerns about the lack of activities
geared toward . the black student
population.
Students who are interested in
getting involved with cultural
activities can visit the Associated
Students Incorporated office,
located in the trai lers behind Jack
Brown Hall, or check out their
website at http://asi.csusb.edu/contact.html.

a

Students for !?.~~~~~~~~~~~!~~~~:~!

Elyse Cro~weU
Stoff Wn ter
Ignorance is bliss, but only for
those who remain ignorant. For
the rest of us, it,is deadly.
Students for International
Knowledge is a new organization
that has been formed on campus to
educate CSUSB students, faculty,
and staff in foreign cultures and
crises.
Andre Castillo, president of
the group and a CSUSB senior
majoring in political science,
believes that the general American
public is ignorant of foreign affairs
and concerns and seeks to change
that.
"Ignorance, we believe, is not
a sign of lack of intelligence, but
instead the result of bad information or no information at all,?' said
Castillo.
Students for International
Knowledge (SIK) strive to eliminate common misconceptions and
reeducate.
Chief focal points include
relations with the Muslim world,
education about Islam, moderate
support of Haitian and Liberian
democracies, and current United
States policies with Palestine, Iraq,
and Afghanistan.
SIK plans to educate using

image.
They will put out a monthly
newsletter with scholarly articles
written by members.
They will also work with a
non-profit
group
natlled
Alternative Focus, and show do~u
mentaries, interviews, and films
about the Middle East-1llld other
areas.
The group also intends to
invite guest speakers, hold forums
and other events that will, hopeful-

campus.
· ::
Through
increasing
the~.
t'
knowledge of CSUSB students;:!
staff and faculty, SIK hopes thaf•,
.I>
those informed will influence and:,
guide others to the path of truth ·~;
1
and justice.
Anyone interes~ed in joining
should email Andre Castillo at
castilll@gmail.com or attend the
weekly meetings on Fridays at 4
p.m. in the Political Science ·
Computer Lab.

·
'
Courtesy of Andre Castlllou
Members of Students for International Knowledge.
\
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Students Tune in to Christian Rock ~~

Courtesy of e-motion.com •
The band Lifehouse, has been welcomed by both Christian and mainstream radio.

phones," said Kuhn.
problem and a blessing for one ,
There are some bands that rock band. As reported by CBS •
-._
have made the transition from News, P.O.D., or Payable on
College students are tuning Christian pop radio to mainstream Death, was one of the fi rst '
out the n;tainstream and tuning in pop radio that are self-proclaimed Christian rock bands to make a '
to faith and devotion. Christian Christian bands, such as Jars of successful mainstream transition.
bands have made their way into Clay and Switchfoot, while some
"They were doing Christian '
mainstream radio. Whether you other bands are reluctant to accept music for more than a decade, and
recognize it or not, the message is that kind of label.
. then lunged into the mainstream
praise.
Lifehouse,
a
southern with their hit song 'Alive."
1
"Flood," a song from double California band that had platinum
In a CBS News interview, 1:
platinum selling Jars of Clay, selling success with the 2000 Sonny Sandoval of P.O.D. said, :
reads, "Lift me up when I'm release of "No Name Face," has "All the time, even before we had :
falling. Lift me up when I'm weak been well received by Christian mainstreamed, it was like we wer~ l
and I'm dying( ... ) Lift me up so pop radio and mainstream radio.
never really Christians because of :
high that I cannot fall." Jennifer
Lifehouse singer and song- the way we looked," said :
Kuhn, CSUSB senior, provided writer Jason Wade addressed the Sandoval.
'
insight on the connection between issue of religious meaning in the
"Or, you know, we were never
college students and Christian rock hit single "Hanging by ·a Moment" Christian enough, or we're too •
in an interview with Nick Cooper Christian at times. You can't please ·•
music.
"Music is to spiritual wellbe- . of hitcooper.com, "well if they people."
"•
ing what making out is to dating," connect to the song in an inspiraSandoval is referring to the '
said Kuhn, when asked about the tional way or in a .spiritual way signature long hair and tattoos that
relationship between music and then you know I give them props the band members sport.
spiritual well-being. "Music helps for that ( ... ) I mean we don't diss
Some students are welcoming ~"
a Christian become intimate with the folks that take the song that the change in rock music, "Under •
God. There is something incom- way cause I think it is an inspira- Oath is hardcore and they are a
parably personal about singing a tional love song. It can be taken in Christian rock band, they explain ,1
song to God. I would have to any way shape or form I guess."
the music and their lives on the !,
admit that worshipping through
Being associated with the DVD ( ... )I am open to anything,~ ~:
music is way more fun than mak- Christian music scene has been a said Oliver Mejia, CSUSB senior.
ing out, at least in my experience,"
'I
said Kuhn.
I·
Kuhn is part of an organiza~,.
tion called Campus Crusade for
Christ.
,.1:
She admits that even though
I,
she prefers smaller venues she has
I,
fond memories of attending the
t,
I,
Harvest Crusade, a music and
I,
evangelism event at Anaheim
Stadium.
1:
"I remember seeing the
I••
I.
Newsboys play, and it was so
••
much fun to be in a stadium
••
..
packed with fellow believers
....
singing along to our favorite songs
Courtesy ofharmony-central.com Courtesy of www.musicomh.com "
while the band- hel<t--uu miCro'
Lead singer of P.O.D.
Mainstream band P.O.D.
Leticia Garcia
Stoff Writer
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Elyse C romwell
Staff Writer

Conversations
On Diversity

Musa lbrahim/Chronicle

Dr. Milton Clark, Dean of Undergraduate Studies and Co-Chairman of the Diversity Committee.
Musa Ibrahim
Staff Writer
You have probably never
thought of yourself as being part of
salad, but it is an interesting
metaphor to use when talking
about people and diversity.
"Conversations on Diversity"
was held on campus on Tues., Feb.
7 and celebrated Black History
month by hosting "Portraits of
Courage" and "Ernest Siva."
Both events featured people of
different ethnic backgrounds
informing audiences further about
their historical culture through the
use of theatrical stage productions
and musical performances.
Dr. Milto?' Clark, dean of
undergraduate studies and cochairman of the diversity committee, likes to thi.nk of people as sal-

a

ads. "The salad is better as a whole
than individual; diversity does that
for the campus community. We're
fine by ourselves, but even better
when we are together," said Clark.
That was the underlying message for Portraits of Courage,
which was written by playwright
··
Colin Cox.
The performance featured an
examination of overlooked African
Americans, such as Ida B. Wells,
Fannie Lou Hamer, Lewis Latimer,
CJ Walker, Bass Reeves and others
who made great contributions to
American history.
"We had portraits of courage
then we had a talk and demonstration by Ernest Siva, he is a Serrano
Indian, and he performed on the
flute and shared stories of Native
American history," said Clark.
These events help educate stu-

dents on multi-cultural relationships and how each one fits in the
great circle of life.
Clark said, "We are concerned
about all dimensions of diversity
including, race, gender, and sexual
orientation."
The next event being held by
Diversity
the
University
Committee is on Tues., May 16,
featuring B.D Wong who has a
recurring role on the television
series Law & Order.
Wong will touch on the topic
of what it is like to be Asian, and
will also talk about what it is like
forpeople who have different sexual orientations.
' Just as Clark's salad metaphor
contained many components to
having diverse cultures equally, so
do the students on campus, which
come ttom all walks or lite.

.,

'

An estimated 25,000 undocumented students graduate from
California high schools each year.
A 2001 state law, AB540, proposes
to allow any California high
school graduate who has attended .
a California high school for at least
three years to enroll in public universities and pay in-state tuition
fees, regardless of their immigration status.
At
California
State
Universities, out-of-state fees are
about $10,000 per year more than
in-state fees; at University of
California schools, the charges run
around $15,000 higher.
California community colleges average about. $78 per course
for state residents, but $500 for
out-of-state students.
California is trying to push
high school graduates into college
and give them the full opportunity
to join our workforce. But, voices
from the opposition are beginning
to rise.
Former
San
Diego
Congressman Brian Bilbray filed a
Superior Court lawsuit last month
claiming that the law violates a
1996 federal law.
The federal law says that if
illegal immigrants get a tuition

Samantha Ramia/Chronicl.

High out-of-state tuition makes it more difficult to attend college. '
break, U.S. citizens enrolled in said. "They (undocumented citiCalifornia public universities must zens) live in California and gradu-•
get an equal break, even if they are ated from California high schools.
What do we expect them to do if
not California residents.
Kristina Bellavia is a nursing not go to California colleges?"
~
major who transferred from an
Supporters of the law argue
Oregon community college to join that it does not violate the federal
the nursing program at CSUSB. law in any way because the tuition
She, like Bilbray, believes the law benefits extend to anyone who can
is unfair and penalizes students prove they gr~duated fro rp a
like her.
California high school that they
"I have to pay out-of-state fees attended for at least three yeats.
because I am not a resident, so
Alison .Agosti, a junior
,l
anyone else who cannot prove they majoring in English and
·'
are a resident should pay extra fees was incensed at the idea of
'•
also," Bellav ia said.
nating inexpensive options
....
Jordan Slight, a sophomore. undocumented graduates.
majoring in English, believes that
"They already have to
attending college alone is a feat, much adversity. That's why
are here," she said.
aside from extra costs.
"You should not penalize stu- gets that we were all once
.dents for going to college," Slight grants."
~·

CSUSB Celebrates Unity D
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"CBU believes in me."
Ted Murcray
'99 Teaching Credential, '00 M.S. Ed11catimt
Pttblic School Teacher
Riverside Unified School District
I
I

I
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Students and staff filled the Lower Commons for the event.
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TREATMENT FOR
METHAMPHETAMINE IBIS
Friends Research Institute. INC
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If you are:.
that jobs were OUt there. But I wanted a Career and these days a
career requires a master's degree. I chose to lay the foundation for my
career at CBU because of the Christian environment and the
quality education they offer. The individual attention and
quality instruaion CBU j)rofessors offer warranted the investment.
My CBU professors were experts and p ve me the support Inetiied to
keep going and finish. They gave me more than a degree- they gave
me an education that has propeUed me into the career of my dreams."

Choose from a range of premium quality
r:naster's degrees and credential programs:
• Counseling
• Counseling
• Education
• English
• Kine~iology

• MBA
Music
.
blic Administration
·nglAdmin. Credentials

£

• A CURRENT METHAMPHETAMINE USE
• BETWEEN 18 AND 65 YEARS OLD '
• SEEKING HELP FOR METHAMPHETAMINE ABUSE

You may be eligible to p articipate in a
study investigating behavioral treatments for
methamphetamine abuse.
Study participants will:
Receive intensive counseling
• Complete questionnaires each week
• Be eligible to earn vouchers. for stopping use

•

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND HOW T O ENROLL CALL:

909-484-7929
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Science
Jasmine Sealey
Swff Writer

Roman Catholicism Practices Revealed
Kristine Rodriguez
' Staf! Writer

The Roman Catholic Church
traces back
its origins to the
I
Apostles of Peter and Paul. The
Catholic Church rose to prominence in the Constantine era in the
late Roman Empire during the 4th
century. The Bishop of Rome,
Pope Benedict XVI, currently
leads the Catholic Church.
"The sex scandals of the
Roman ~atholic Church are a misfortune, but not all priests are like
that," said CSUSB student Ian
1
Mochow. There are individuals
that devote th.eir lives entirely to
God and they are known as bishops, priests, deacons and nuns.
According to the gospels in
the holy bible, Jesus was born in
Bethlehem to the Virgin Mary by
immaculate c nception. The angel
Gabriel visited Mary telling her
that she was c osen to bear the son
of God, ~tated in Luke 1:26-28.
The C holies call this the
Annuncia 'on_. "The misconception
is that atholics worship the
but we don't, we
having the Son of

any crimes. Pilate offered the
crowd a choice between Jesus and
Barabbas. The crowd chose to
have Barabbas freed and Jesus crucified. Jesus was crucified just outside of Jerusalem; Pilate washed
his hands of the unjust decision.
Jesus sacrificed his life for the forgiveness of our sins.
The seven sacraments of the
Catholic faith are baptism, confumation, confession, Eucharist,
matrimony, anointing of the sick,
and holy orders. The Catholic faith
also believes in the trinity. The
trinity is God the Father, Jesus
Christ the Son, and the Holy Spirit.
Many individuals think that they

are all separate Gods, but they are
not, they are one God.
By prayer, hymns, rosary and
candle lighting, Catholics pay
respect to the Virgin Mary and to
the Saints for being a huge impact
in the Catholic faith. ·Saints are
recognized for their contribution to
the Catholic religion, before and
after their deaths.
Moshow said, "Going to the
house of God is a time of worship
and to pay respect to God." Church
is a place where .people go to be
enlightened, not to be entertained.
Some people believe church
should entertain them; but thatdoesn't seem to be the case.

. !tis similar
rQ
.
:::,...,
respect to the1r
them. It doesn't
~-

!!OIIennor, Pontius Pilate,
on charges offlaimKing of the Jews. The
was a humiliating
QI'\IQli:JXIOn. Pontius Pilate
esus to be guilty of

There are risk,s when having
unprotected sex and many college
students are continuing to ignore
the possibly deadly consequences.
According to a survey posted
on SUIItimes.com, 86 percent of
college students have had sex and
only 30 percent answered to wearing a condom during their last sexual encounter.
"Students aren't paying attention to the risks that are advertised," said Tresha Vinsant, a senior at CSUSB. Many students
believe they don't need to protect
themselves because they don't feel
that they risk catching sexually
transmitted diseases (STDs).
According to a survey from
the Society of Adolescent
Medicine, 56 percent of college
students who live away from home
had been sexually active while
attending college, and 73 percent
of that group reported having
UIIprotected sex while in college.
Almost half of the sexually active
students had never been tested for
an STD.
"I've always been aware of the
risk and have always been taught
the importance of protecting
myself," said Shonda Buttons, a
senior at CSUSB. "Couples in
longer term relationshjps may be
less likely to use protection than
those who have only known each
other for a short period of time."
These perceptions pertain to the
trust level in a given relationship.
Two-thirds of all new STD
infections occur among people 25
and UIJde'l", according to an article
from www.gmu.edu.
The most common STDs
among college students are: genital warts (human papilloma virus),
chlamydia, and genital herpes.
·Many of these STDs have little or no symptoms. Seventy Five
percent of women who have
chlamydia experience no symptoms. Getting treated and tested

early can help reduce getting other
related STDs and illnesses that
might develop from not doing so.
CSUSB senior Angelica
Angeles boasts her concern about
the issue, "Most people think that
college students already know
about the consequences of having
unprotected sex, but really they
may not know all they need to
know."
Educating students about the
risks of having unprotected sex is
of much concern to these CSUSB
seniors. Each of the students also
agreed that getting tested is something that all sexually active students should consider.
. "If you are sexually active,
getting tested regularly is important," said Huttons.
So why don't college students
get tested? This question concerns
Huttons, Vinsont, and Angeles,
and may concern many other college students.
Some may be

embarrassed to admit to their partners about their disease, and others
are afraid to even get tested.
February is national condom
month in. the U.S. This month is
dedicated to promote to young
adults the risks o/ having UIIprotected sex. The week of February
14-21 is national condom week.
For mor information, you can go !
online and visit www.nationalcon- Ij ,
domweek.co~. It provides education to college students, AIDS :;;
groups, family planning organiza- -l
.
~
hons, and STD awareness groups. ~~
The Health Center on campus '"'
provides exams and information .,3.:
regarding STD risk and preven- ·~
tion.
-1 ·
"The Health Center should ~
promote awareness more often to ·••
educate t~e students who may not ~~
be aware of all the risks," said ""'
Vinsont. For more information
contact the Health Center on cam- ;ij
pus.
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Pope John Paul II, many years ago outside of the Vatican.
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Bernardino County is hiring:
Probation Officers
-r.nnation Corrections Officers
recruiter@ p•·ob.sbcounty.gov
# 909 I 387-6173

The Coyote Chronicle is looking for someone to design a
website for our school newspaper. It is a great resume
building opportunity.
Internship credits are available. If you are interested
please contact the Chronicle
office at 537-5289 or e-mail
sbchron@csusb.edu

Condom Courtesy lostnomad.blogs.com

:Maximum Refund.
W get you everything
yo d serve, guaranteed.
Don'~take risks when it comes to your tax return.
H&R lock will get you the maximum refund you 're
entit ed to, or Y,,c&'ur tax preparation is free. So getting
back th~aximum isn 't a roll of the di~e.

· We ha e recently opened hundreds of
new R Block offices, including one in
your ighborhood.

-. .
H&R BLOCK•

Demonstration calbng for MOre iolerance ln fhe World.
Cartoon Courtesy www.lnkclnct.com.au

If no one is willing to stand against intolerance, our world might deteriorate before we know it.
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In an ever-expanding technologically dependent society, there
are serious ramifications for our
reliance on cell phones, laptops,
and other digital technology. The
phenomenon has been labeled,
"the digital divide," "detribalization of the global village," and
"hikikomori."
When we become too dependent on technology and media, we
isolate ourselves from the social
world. Having observed this phenomenon in a roommate my freshman year, I believe that symptoms
for advanced forms of this condition are similar to agoraphobia,
which is the fear of social situations and public places. Will this
lead to a society of individuals
who shut out the world, living out
existence vicariously through
mediated Internet avatars and
MySpace profiles?
Basically, the issue is split
between those who believe that
new technology helps bring people
together, and those who believe
that these tools of communication
actually separate us even more.
A scholar by the name of
Marshal · McLuhan argued that
human alienation, or "detribalization" as he called it, began with
Gutenberg's printing press. He
says this is because it requires so
much focus to read that it squeezes
out all other senses, mentally
removing the individual from his
community.
Do you feel withdrawn from
your surroundings right now?
It is not always this extreme,
however. Think of any new technology and ask yourself whether it
has had a positive or adverse effect

on your social interaction within
the community.
For example, think of how
entertainment has moved from a
social situation to a more isolated
one. In this era of home entertainment systems, even Hollywood is
becoming worried because fewer
people are going to the movies
because they'd rather stay at home.
In Japan, there is an emerging
phenomenon dealing with Internet
addicted
recluses
called
"Hikikomori." This involves
young men and women who shy
away from the real world ·and
seclude themselves in their bedrooms. They supplement their
social ·life with online games or
Internet chat rooms.
Many people argue that cell
phones bring people together
more, but I disagree. Think for a
moment about our own college
campus. When will you ever be
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Is Technology Isolating Us All?
Stewart Boll
Staff Writer

4$N

surrounded by so many intelligent,
interesting, dedicated people in
your day to day life?
And yet, if you sit on the steps
of the Pfau library and watch people walking to class, you will
notice a trend. At least half of
them will be holding a cell phone
up to the sides of their heads, or
walking along with two white
wires coming out of their ears as
they shuffie along bobbing their
heads.
We are not _interacting with
each other anymore. Instead we
seclude ourselves to our digital
devices, we are spending more and
more time enjoying the anonymity
of being the mediated self through
such. sites as MySpace, and each
time we think that we are becoming more connected by relying on
technology we are actually putting
up another wall in attempts to keep
out the rest of the world.
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So 9duch Por }lccess 'To f£ducation
Mark Lazane
Staff Writer

Cartoon Courtesy Mark Parisi
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Begin teaching in
your own classroom
this fall!
Claremont Graduate University Teacher Internship
Program offers aunique opportunity:
• In just 15 months you can earn aMaste(s
and TeachingCredential
• Earn while you learn with aU3,DOO-~,OOO
ful~ paidTeaching Internship
• Multip.le Subject orSingleSubject Credentials
• California EducationSpecialist Mild/Moderate
level Iand Level I Credential
• Caring mentors and award-winning faculty

·Apply ·now!

I was bringing in was nowhere
near sufficient for my means, so
loans were my only choice.
, It used to be that students in
my'predicament could at least take
out a low-interest federal student
loan to finance their • school
endeavors. Apparently, though,
that may be very difficult now.
Congressmen that are. supposedly 11represenfing•'' us recently
approved several budget cuts
aimed at lowering the federal
deficit. Among the changes passed
along to us was a significant
increase in the interest rate on student loans. What used to be a costeffective interest rate of somewhere around 2% has now evolved
into a fixed rate of 6.8%, an outrageous amount required from a program geared toward helping students.
Now your student loan repayment and your house repayment
will have roughly the same amount
of interest. It all adds up to becoming unaffordable.
I am going to ask for my
degree to be printed on gigantic
paper, so with it I can form four
walls and a roof to survive until
after my student loan debts are
cleared.
Growing up through elementary, middle, and high schools, it
was repeatedly drilled into my
thick skull that college is the only
way to get ahead in li fe . I dutifully
did my worthless homework and
·went to my lame classes, all the
while keeping my hopes of a college degree alive.
Meanwhile, I had several
friends who early on figured that
college was not going to be for

them. They took the time I was
spending on homework to work on
various vocational trades, such as
auto shop, :woodworking, o~ body-,
building. Their homewor
as a
lot easier, and they alway got the
better girls.
Now that I have been out of '
high school a few years, I get to
see how the lives of rna y of my
classmates are shaping u My voc ·
tech buddies are all II) king as
much money as my / Masters-:
degree wielding moth 1 and they:
have not been in a clas oom since:
the day before gradua on. ManY:
reports state that these eers will:
be in demand for year to come,:
allowing those in the fiel ds to;
enjoy solid financi~l sue ess.
Meanwhile, I am a
cations major, dutifully ending!
classes and working towa ds a BA.:
I look to be in the colle system:
art the:

What is tall, slightly chubby,
and eternally in debt to the U.S.
government?
Well, if things continue the ·
way they are, it is I, after eventually receiving my degree.
The federal government, the
same hounds that gfadfy take a
portion of our paycheck to fund
their failing public services, have
now decided to go for the average
student's jugular.
Unfortunately, many college
students suffer from the same
genetic condition called PAL
(Parents Above Limit): Not all
people are born with this ailment,
but it affects people from all walks
of life.
The main effect of this disease
is that it makes you just another
invisible face to the government in
your search for collegiate aid.
Sadly, because of current situations, there does not appear to be a
cure in site, though the effects are
getting worse.
Why should our parents' success be a matter to the federal govs ~, while making
ernment? Well, according to the
government, your parents have
$30,000, I will be ""-IJ'"'"".,..
a life, career, and pay
nothing better to spend their
dent loan repayments.
money on than your college educamy hammer" seems to
tion.
reoccurring
thought in mv:tm1no.
I don't · live at home, and
though my parents love me, they
So, to those getting
ernment assistance v ..-..au:s11
are not in a position to support me
factor or another, I am
through college, so I am left in an
you. I in no way want to
unfortunate situation.
your way of getting all
When I inquired about my
you can. For you I have
problem to a student representative
quick question: Do you
at the Financial Aid office, I was
empty couch?
told that, under current guidelines,
my parents are expected to support
almost $20,000 toward my education every year.
That sounded fantastic. I
abruptly went to my dear old dad
and informed him of his obligation
to my educational wel1-b~ing and
then offered to set b,im up with a
nice payment plan. Depending on .
the breeze of the day, you may still
be able to hear him cackling like a
crow in heat. ·
I guess I could live with the
fact that because of my parents
supposed "assistance," I do not
qualify for the free government
assistance. I have been barred from
the grants since I started taking
college courses six years ago, so I
gave up on that dream long ago.
While attending a community
college, I financed my college education the old-fashioned way, by
working three j obs and going as
long as possible before buying the
textbooks. But then the time came
Photo
to attend CSUSB. The low income Junior Mike Mazalic distressed after making "the n.,;o\.t!Tlo. .nT
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Pursue the New Belle & Sebastian

:'Fake Up' More Than Classes
1

:
~ordan

Courtesy of Mike Jordan
at Love Juice studio.

I

•

Lauren Johnson
Staff Writer

•
:
Not all CSUSB students strict'y go to school, go home and study,
~nd go back to school the next day.
'
Most students have jobs. One
:Would think of that to be a challenge in itself; but what about the
~tudent who works, studies, and
participates in even more extracurhcular activities?
1
Mike Jordan, a public argument and rhetoric major at
CSUSB, is a perfect example of
someone who do'e s all three.
When he is not in school or at
work, Jordan is with his band. His
group, formed by Jordan eight
months ago, is called "Take Up
Arms." It is a constant part of his
daily schedule.
I actually got to sit down with
Jordan to find out just how much
of a struggle it is to be working
student who's also in a band.
When 1 asked him if he faced
any challenges, he said, "Oh yeah,

a

absolutely, especially in the en c
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Andrew Trinh

that I have school all day. This 'tendency of our writing."
quarter I'm taking sixteen units, so
Forming a band is not always
I'm here five days a week.. For as easy as it seems, and it definiteexample, today I have a 4-6 p.m. ly takes work to keep one together.
class; and then I have band
"With this project, we've gone
rehearsal at 7 p.m. at our studio in through twenty vocalists- in like
Corona, and that'll probably last four months. We formed a while
until about 1 or 2 in the morning. ago from a combination of differCourtesy of Mike Jordan
So, r really don't have much time . ent bands. The main vocalist we T.U.A. is new and upcoming.
to study. ·
started with quit and decided to
"Weekends are usually filled stick with his original band. Then and for the month of February they
with touring or playing different we just auditioned, whether it was are in the studio. While their ultivenues," he added. "We don't trav- over the phone or have guys come mate goal is "to tour and make
el too far out of Southern in. With the band that I was with money playing music," their goal
California, but we usually do trav- for five years, as soon as we got right now is "just to make good
el. It's tough."
the ball rolling, someone would music," said Jordan.
"Take Up Arms," which is a quit," Jordan said.
He has noticed a change in his
name taken from Shakespeare's
Before he became a part of work due to being in the band. "I
"Hamlet," does have a definite " Take Up Arms," he was in a band think that my grades have severely
sound. "This project I'm in now is called "Beid." He actually had suffered 'cause of being in bands;
in its infancy; but it's very, kind of, record deals with that band. They but being in a band is my passion,
modern rock. It defmitely has its were even featured on soundtracks so I can't do one without the other.
grass roots," said Jordan. Jordan, for surf films.
. Playing in a band motivates me to
one of the band's guitar players,
"There'd be a segment of the come to school. I think I'm the
writes a majority of the music and film and our song would be play- only person I know out of about
the lead vocalist usually adds the ing through it. We didn 't make fifteen bands who's gone .t hrough
songs' lyrics.
any money for it, but it was copy school this long, so my mom and
Currently, they're working on written so our name was on it. We dad are very proud."
a five-song EP at Love Juice Labs kept all the rights to our music and
For now, music and school
recording studio in Riverside. it was great promotion."
will continue to be a part of his
Jordan wrote all the songs that will
Currently, they are not touring everyday life.
be featured on the record.
"I do most of the writing of
the music. I have a lot of blues and
sixties and seventies rock influences. It's kind of a throw to
what's happening now with what
happened in the sixties and seventies. It's kind of a modern rock
sound, I guess." His biggest influence? Jimi Hendrix.
The band's message· is not as
overpowering as other bands.
"If anything, we're not trying
to be too political. We mainly just
write about everyday life. Most
rock and roll and blues is about
relationships. So female and male
Courtesy of Mike Jordan
relationships, that's kind of the Take Up Arms' is currently working on a five-song EP:

Staff Writer
Belle and Sebastian have been
taken to the next level of fame and
fortune over the past few years,
and, once again, progress even further with their newest release,
"The Life Pursuit."
The 2003 release of "Dear
Catastrophe Waitress" can be identified as the U .S. breakthrough
album for the unique Scotland
based ensemble, despite the fact
that many of us have been enjoying their special sounds since the
late nineties.
Nonetheless, it is not a shame
that Belle and Sebastian have been
granted success internationally,
because that fame and fortune are
being put forth in order to continue
their surpassing themselves as
musicians and artists.
The album cover of"The Life
Pursuit" is exceptional. It follows
the same tr~nds as previous Belle
and Sebastian covers, with pictures of anonymous people invoking a mixture of feelings difficult
to identify.
What elevates this cover from
the rest is the expense put into it to ,
make it appear as a small hard '
cover book filled with photos.
Ever more charming is the
script inside the small book of
questions
from
Belle and
Sebastian fans along with witty
answers from the members.
This attests to the devotion of
most fans of Belle and Sebastian,
not to mention the good use of
extra' money made from us buying
albums and tickets.
"The Life Pursuit" is split up
over two discs, even though it consists of an average amount of
songs. This is because the media
accessories to this album are extra
special. These discs feature the
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PURSUIT
by
BELLE AND
SEBASTIAN
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band performing live for a small'
audience for a music show on the
BBC. The setting for the performance is perfect for showcasing the
attributes of the members.
Lead vocals are covered by '
Stuart Murdoch. Murdoch is a very exciting person to watch per-;.
form, because he dances an<t
jumps and makes cute faces. ·
Guitarist Stevie Jackson, on the,
other hand, is much more of a serious type of silly.
· ~
On the track "To Be Myself
Completely," Murdoch switches;
over to harmonizing along with(
Jackson's deep-toned lead vocals.
l
Also featured in the song is a vio-;
lin solo that takes off into the classic Belle and Sebastian fashion of,,
full-sweeping flourishes of sound.,..
Moving onto the track 1 •
"Moroington Crescent," the pace
slows down a bit, but Murdoc~
handles it well OI) his own;
Several great musical moments an~
heard in the tune; one of the best i
the lazy guitar break that lends !\ .
hand to Murdoch's singing abili;
ti~.
..Commentary by Murdoch oq
the media pluses· of the album adds
to the personal connection with ·the
fans that Belle and Sebastian take
such pride in as a band. We love
Belle and Sebastian and Belle anq
Sebastian loves u .

,,
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8:3Dp.m.-11:3Dp.m

Ontario lea Skating canter

Broomball is similar to Ice Hockey. It's played on ice but
instead of using ice skates, a puck and a hockey stick,
players wear tennis shoes, use a rubber ball and special
brooms with rubber ends.
>Transportation v11LL NOT BE provided
> FREE to all students
> All equipment WILL BE provided
> Bring warm clothes,
knee and elbow pads are optional

.,

If you ore in need of a reasonable accommodation pleare call (909) 537-5253

THURSDAY
FEBRUARY

N

When you're ready to put your knowledge and skill~ to
work in the postgraduation job market, look to Californi~'s
leading workers' compensation insurance carrier.
You'll find exciting career opportunities at State Fund,
plus ongoin~j' ways to nurture your professional growthincluding on-the-job training that can broaden your skills
and improve your advancement potential. You'll also find
an employer with a solid reputation as an ethical corporate
citizen and partner in the community.
Ge~

the job that fits your skills today, plus the rewarding
career that can meet your needs tomorrow. Visit
www.scif.com/careers or call us at {415) 703-7407.

=
=
en

Job Opportunities
Administration
Auditing
Business Services
Claims
Communications
Customer Service
Finance & Accounting
Human Resources
Information Technology
Legal
Loss Control
Marketing
Underwriting

10:00••-3:00ut
IN THE COUSSIUUSAREIIA

Free for Students &
Rec Center Members
Get your team together (5 players)
Win Cool prizes
Bring your friends al~:mg to cheer you on.

REGISTER NOW
online or at the Recreation Center

http://campusrec.csusb.edu

I

Courtesy of Matador Records
Belle & Sebastian rise again.

BROOMBft~

BRDDMBALL

I

1226 w. Holt
ontario. CA. 81782
(8081 888-0783

REGISTER NOW
online or at the Recreation Center

http://campusrec.csusb.edu
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·A ccessories: A Girl's Best 'F riend
Adrien Rabago
Staff Writer
If you claim to have nothing
to wear, all you have to do is
accessorize. Accessorizing is the
~ best way to make an old outfit,
t well ... new. Here is the countdown
~ from five. to one on how to jazz up
: your wardrobe!
~
Jewelry. It's an indisputable
~ fact that diamonds are a girl's best
~>·friends, but girls have other friends
~ too. Gold, silver, precious stones,
'wood and pearls are always loyal
~
.
and true comparuon,s.
Women and jewelry are a
dynamic duo, but bling's social
ircle expands far beyond the
women who wear it; jewelry is
your outfit's accomplice and who
as ever heard of a successful
rime that lacked a loyal lookout?
Do not worry, the fashion

r

Adrian Rabago/Chronicla

Eckl in her favorite camo hat.

police will not be hunting you
down this spring, even though the
jewelry scene this season is so.dazzling it should be illegal.
Think chunky cuffs, big
beads, enormous earrings and lots
of layers, because more is more
this season 'as designers are allowing jewelry to' make a strong statement in their looks.
Whether you're livening . up
your blouse with layered beads or
framing your face with chandelier
earrings, the right jewelry turns
any "diamond in the rough" outfit
into a gem.
Purses. Come one, come all,
and bag it up! No longer exclusive
as a woman's fashion accessory,
the bag is also available to the
fashion forward man. The fashion
term for a man bag is ' man-purse'
or the 'murse.' This is a new staple
in the male fashion world.
As followers of fashion, our
lives can literally be held in our
bags, which makes the purse or
bag a very important article in
every wardrobe.
The bag is available in all different styles, such as totes, clutches, hobos and messengers.
Bags are in an assortment of
designs for both men and women
from animal print, 'faux fur, and .
velvet, to funky prints and leather.
Women's purse styles tend to
have a wider assortment of colors,
fabrics and textures, while men's
bags tend to cater to a more masculine feel.
Bags are a cool way to change
up your daily wardrobe. Another
fashionable CSUSB student,
'Katryn Wild, said, "The bag that I
can't live without is my mom's
over-sized animal print diaper bag
from the 1980's."
Hats. Put a cap on it- your
head that is! Having a bad hair

day? Turn that frown upside down.
Put a hat on that pretty little head
of yours and look really fashionable while doing it.
Hats also come in an array of
styles. Hats can range from news- .
paper boy caps and beanies, to
baseball caps, big brims and cowboy hats. You can take a fashion tip
from John Wayne and freshen up
your look with a cowboy hat!
CSUSB senior Audrey Eckl
said, "My Patricia Fields camouflage hat is one of my style staples
and it is one way to cover up a bad
hair day, not that I have many."
People say a mind is a terrible
thing to waste; well in this case, a
hat is. Wearing a hat is one of the
most convenient ways to put a
spark in a drab wardrobe.
Belts. Ladies and gentlemen,
just belt it out in the name of fashion. A fabulmis belt has a lot of
shelf life in your closet. It can
accentuate a small waist by wearing it at the smallest part of your
mid-section. A belt can also be
worn slung low over a pair ofjeans
or ·even over a skirt.
Belts can satisfy almost anyone's personal style and can be
blinged-out for the fashionistas,
covered in studs for the punk kids
and metallic in color for the tre.n dy
shopper. There is something for
everybody in the .belt department.
When in doubt, belt it out.
Shrugs. Now is the time to
shrug your shoulders. Just throw
on a shrug and you can spice up
your everyday outfit, like over a
basic t-shlrt and jeans. A shrug is
a mix between a sweater and jacket, just at half of the size.
Shrugs can work for all different body types. This is a great item
~o purchase right now for this
spring season.
A shrug can come in a number

recently tried Red Brie~ Pizza for
the first time and said they really
,
enjoyed it.
They
shared
a
, epperoni,
With so many students on
mushroom
and
sausage
pizza with
tight budgets, there bas to be some
couple
of
sodas.
They
both
a
other alternative to satisfying our
agreed
the
prjces
were
re~sonable
hunger needs without it costing an
1
and that tlfex would definjtely
arm and a leg.
If it feels like the Commons' come back again.
Peiju Chen, a graduate student
prices are getting higher and high. er with every school year that at CSUSB, is really into being
passes, not to worry, just around healthy. She prefers going to Juice
the corner we have some very tasty It Up for her midday snack. She •
defmitely agrees the prices are reaand affordable alternatives.
Location is important. Many sonable, considering that he goes . ,
students do not have very long there often.
Finally, there is the infamous
breaks between classes, and for
Place; this restaurant is getThai
those who do not live on campus,
.ting
a
lot of good remarks from
there is not enough tim~ to go
CSUSB
students.
'
home and make a sandwich.
Cynthia
Guzman
and
Oladi~
So, after some searching, I
,
found some really appetizing Romo are first timers at the restauplaces right next door to CSUSB rant, but they said they really
that have tasty and affordable food enjoyed their meaL They decided
for everyone. What is great about to try it out because o many peqthese places is that they are right ple at school recommended it.
They both had orange chicken
next to each other.
My first visit to Red Brick chop suey with rice 3f1d said they
Pizza was out of curiosity. I was enjoyed it very much. Odaliz said
craving some pizza and figured I the prices were very reasonable for
the large portions of food the
might as well check it out.
\
Walking into this restaurant restaurant gave them.
The total for each meal was
was a lot different than walking
$5
.50,
which is awesome.' I have
into your usual restaurant. There
never
found
Thai food
I such !l
were booths with TVs attached to
the walls right beside them. The good, low price. These ladies are restaurant even provided a person- definitely going back there to satal r'emote control at each booth so isfy their Thai food cravings.
All this talk about food is
people could watch their favorite
making me hungry. At least I know
shows while they ate. ·
I ordered a margarita pizza I have my convenient, tasty, variwl_th pepperoni. It was amazing! ety of food and drinks right around
'
The price was reasonable; I paid a the ~orner from campus.
The
next
time
you
have
a
total of $6. 13 for a personal size
craving,
or
are
simply
starving
pizza that came with four slices,
after getting out of one of your
and a medium drink.
classes,
try drivi,ng 's~uth on
I am not the only one who
University
Parkway.
enjoyed the experience at Red
1
I guarantee that you wiii not
Brick Pizza. CSUSB students,
·
Sarin 'Hang and Kero Hannah, be disappointed.
Aida Rosas-Carrasco
Staff Writer

Adrian R<!bago/Chronicle

Purdy in her lavender shrug.
of materials and styles, like velvet,
denim, corduroy,' cashmere, silk
and more.
You can do what your fellow
fashionable CSUSB - student,
Yvelle Purdy, did and pick up a
shrug in faux fur.
· Purdy said, "I love my lavender faux fur shrug, I can wear it
witp anything and look like the
true fashionista that 1 am."
You can fmd these fashionable
items at your local department
store and discover a new you.
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Complete the
Student Success
Survey!
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Everyone wants a happy ending.

• The Student Success Project is an online
survey
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• All &eshman, transfer students, and students
new to campus are eligible to take.
• go to wwww...csusb.lrireseareh.eom or email

associate@lriresearch.com for questions
•The study has four surveys and for every

·survey completed your e-mail address will
entered into a drawing for: .
• one $200.00 gift certificate
•
• five $100.00 gift certificates
• twenty $20.00 gift certificates

Hurry!
Must complete b>1
March 28, .2 006
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:coyotes
the
Hunt
Ryan Plummer
Staff Writer
CSUSB men's basketball kept
' 'their hopes alive for an automatic
-berth in the NCAA tournament and
'the California Collegiate Athletic
Association title with an 84-60
·romp over Cal State L.A.
The Coyotes got off to a slug: 'gi.sh start trailing 8-0, however, the
Coyotes scored eight straight and
~· • ~never looked back again with 3:41
• remaining in the first half.
· Leading the Coyotes in their

I' '

Women's ~-Ball CQmpetes
On ..the Court.a-n d in LifeIan Mocbow
. Staff Writer
lan Mochow/ Chronicle

Fade Away: Junior Moses Gonzalez from way down town bang.

victory Saturday night was 6-7
Senior, Kenneth Barnes. Barnes
gave a superior performance, coming off the bench to score 21
points.
Also stepping up was Junior
Moses Gonzalez, who contributed
20 points in the win.
As a result of the Coyotes
sluggish start, they only led at the
half by 9, 39-30.
This changed in the second
half thanks to a 45 point perform-

ance by ~SUSB breaking the
game open. The Coyotes also
played stellar defense, holding
their opponent CSULA to 34 percent shooting, while out rebounding them 42-30.
The Coyotes will need to keep
their defensive play up as they
head to Cal State Stanislaus, an
offensive powerhouse.
The Coyotes will wrap up
their two game road trip on
Saturday night against Chico State.

Coussoulis Donors Honored on lOth
:A nniversary of Its Magical Opening
•

Courtesy of
The Coyotes Online
Cal State San Bernardino
'Athletics Saturday night honored
. 'the founding donors of Jamls and
'Aerianthi Coussoulis Arena, mark-ing the 4,100-seat arena's lOth
anniversary.
'
Nick
and
Christina
'coussoulis, whose lead gift gave
-them the naming rights for the·
'arena, part of the university's
health and physical education
'complex, named the arena after
Nick's parents.
'
Joining the Coussoulis family
'at the dinner, conducted just before
the Coyotes' men's basketball
team beat Cal State L.A. 84-60,
~

-
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Robert Whitehead/CSUSB
AriaI view of Coussoulis Area.

were CSUSB President Albert K.
Karnig and his wife, Marilyn; Jack
and Debbie Brown from Stater
Bros. Markets; Jerry and Ann
Atkinson from Center Chevrolet;
Miguel Cepeda from Coca-Cola.
Also attending, and later
introduced to the fans in the arena
during the game were: Dave

Stockton and his wife Cathy;
Bruce Martinez of AnheuserBusch; Jim and Sue FeJ;"guson from
The Tire Guys; Peggy Long from
International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers; Pam Langford
of CSUSB Alumni Affairs; State
Senator Bob
Dutton; Joe
Rodriguez,
representing
Congressman Joe Baca Sr.; Glenn
and Judith Rymer.
"Tonight was a very special
night in that we celebrated the 1Oth
year of the opening of Coussoulis
Arena. We were honored to · be
joined by OUT founding donors,
corporate sponsors, major donors
and elected officials on this special
occasion," said Nancy P. Simpson,
director of athletics.

Head Coach Kevin Becker has
guided the women's basketball
team for the last ten seasons. He
led the 1997-98 team to the
Regional Championships.
He has also changed the way
the program runs off the court by
reinforcing the notion that the
players are here to learn, not just
play basketball. Most of the players on his team graduate.
Coach Becker recalls that
when he first cam~ to CSUSB
there were problems with tqe
women's basketball program. "We
had had forfeits because of ineligible players," Becker said. "We
Robert Whitehead/CSUSB
needed new direction in the pro- Life Lesson:· Coach Kevin Becker focuses on the big picture.
gram."
The program now focuses o,n the right kids. To do that, we have of every 10 shots they take."
I
making the women suitable role to sell the university and commuCoach Becker has had his.
models for OUT community, not just nity as a whole."
share of challenges during his ten
good basketball players. Under
This year's team is ranked season career here. However, n~
the guidance of Coach Becker, the - I Oth in the California Collegiate : year stands out as be-ing too chal~
players do community service and Athletic Association.
Coach lep.ging.
their school work, in addition to Becker said that this ranking was
He said, "Every year bring~
practices and games.
accurate, even though they have new kids and new challenge~.
"The kid$ must see the big pic- beaten other teams with better rat- This year we lost nine senior pia~
ture," Becker said. "Unlike men's ·ings. ....._
ers going in.
•
"The group I have [now] is the
basketball, most of the players in
"The positive side of that -j~
collegiate women's basketball· most fun group -I've coached in that they got their degrees and ~
don't go on to play professional- ages," Becker said. "They carry moving on with their lives. The
ly."
themselves well."
negative side of that is that we no
The team is now focusing on
When asked about th~ game have nine new players that w~
getting to the championships on a against Cal State Los Angeles, have t_o get up to speed about the
routine basis. They have been Becker said, "We have OUT good program. In addition, these new
close to qualifying for the nights and we have our bad players have to get used to life on
Regional Championships for the nights."
campus and school life."
last two years.
He added, "That game, we
The team's next home game
"The key is recruitment\" shot poorly. We can't win when will be against Cal State Monterey
Becker said. "We need to recruit OUT top shooters only make 4 out Bay on Feb. 18 at 5:30p.m.
'
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Move
Courtesy of
The Coyotes Online
When it comes to the NCAA
West Regional polls, Cal State San
Bernardino's men are in and the
Coyotes' women's team is out.
The polls, which help determine
the eight teams that advance to the
NCAA West Regional tournament
in March, are prepared weekly by
NCAA
Championships
the
. Committee in cooperation with
Robert Whitehead/CSUSB
<lesignated voters in the 'West
Caught Stealing: Senior 2B, Samuel Lopez Jr., digs the throw and drops the tag as he makes the spectacular play.
Region using various criteria
jncluding strength of schedule,
road wins against . quality opponents, w ins against ranked teams,
etc.
Todd Coshow
The Coyotes, ranked No. 9
ment, which will serve as a sign untH the eighth inning against the centerfield, which scored both mnStaff Writer
last week, lost to current No. 4 Cal
post for the way CCAA should Golden Eagles.
ners.
State Bakersfield at home but
The Cal State Los Angeles . stack up this season.
Going in to the bottom of the
1:_!le Coyotes had a chance in
rebounded with an 84-60 win over
The Coyotes put up a solid eighth, the score was knotted at 2- the top of the ninth, having two on
Golden Eagles Baseball team
Cal State L.A. to improve to 10-8
came in to Arrowhead Credit fight in the losing effort, getting a 2.
with one out, and the heart of the
overall, 9-3 in the CCAA and 10-4
Union Park on Thur. and showed strong starting effort from transfer
But after a costly infield sin- line up coming to the plate.
·against in-region teams. Those
the Coyotes why they are unde- Mike Rocco (College of the gle and a hit batsmen by reliever
However, the rally was foiled
.results actually were a plus for the
feated this year.
Desert) and executing the "small- Kevan Kelley, the Coyotes found when first baseman, Riego Nieto,
Coyotes as they moved into the
Relying on some clutch hits ball" style game very well on themselves forced to intentionally grounded out and the next Coyote
No. 8 spot for the first time.
and some sloppy Coyotes defense, offense.
walk the next Golden Eagle in struck out looking.
However, with eight games Cal State L.A. improved to 4-0
The "Hit 'em where they hopes to turn the double play.
Justin . Rob.crson was the
remaining on the regular season with a 4-2 victory.
ain't" style offense is a direct con..Unfortunately, the plan back- offensive bright spot for CSUSB,
schedule, starting th is weekend
The game was the first of a trast from last years power laden fired and Cal State L.A.'s second scoring two runs and recording
with road games at Cal State
four day CCAA pre-season tourna- mind set, but it worked well up
two stolen hases.
Stanislaus and Chico State, th
Co)"otes must continue to play
well to gain a spot in the regional
for the eighth straight season. The
only currently-ranked team they
After jumping out to a 5-2
Todd Coshow
will play in the next month is No.
lead in the fifth, the Coyotes had
Staff
Writer
3 Sonoma State, the current
the wheels fall off as the Cougars
CCAA co-leader at 10-2, on Mar.
The Coyotes softball team came roaring back to rally for six
3 in Coussoulis Arena.
managed to pick up its first win of runs off of two Coyote pitchers
Meanwhi le, the Coyotes
women, which moved into the No. the season on Tues., despite having and never relinquished the lead.
the Santa Ana winds almost ·Q_tow
By the time the umpires called
10 spot in last week's poll,
them off the field.
the nightcap on account of darkdropped out after home losses to
Lindsey Calderon provided ness, the Cougacs had CSUSB in a
top-ranked Cal State Bakersfield
the offensive spark for the Coyotes vice grip, leading 12-5.
and No. 5 Cal State L.A.
in the first game, smacking a twoThere seemed to be some conCSUSB 's women are ll-8
' field fusion in the Coyotes dugout durrun double into right center
overall and 5-7 in the CCAA and
and then scoring from third on a ing the second game as starter
all seven of their conference losswild pitch to batters. CSUSB went Antoinette Tapia was replaced in
es have been to teams ranked in
· on to take the first game from the fourth inning, only to come
the West Region's top 10 - the
Azus,a Pacific, 4-·1.
ba~k for damage control in the
Roadrunners, UC San Diego,
Pitcher Ross Rios went the sixth.
Chico State, Cal State L.A. and
On the bright side, this was a
distance for the Coyotes in the first
" Cal State Dominguez Hills.
game, scattering five hits while very important measuring stick for
A mong their eight remaining
walking three and striking out the Coyotes, teaching them to
games are contests against No. 4
four. Rios improved her record to accept victory and battle back
Chico State on Sl!-turday; No. 3
l-1 after losing to Cal 'Baptist, 3-1, from adversity.
UCSD on Feb. 15; No. 8 ' CS
Some good news also came to
on Feb. 5th.
Dominguez Hills on Feb. 24
The first game of the double- the Lady 'Yotes on Tues. Pitcher
The current NCAA West
header went relatively smoothly Sara Dunbar was cleared to play
Region men's poll: l. Seattle
for CSUSB. The Lady ' Yotes exe- this season by the NCAA.
Pacific; 2. Western Washington; 3.
Sources close to the team say
cuted well on offense, and played
Sonoma State; 4. Cal State
with discipline and poise in the that Dunbar is expected to play by
Bakersfield; 5. Chaminade; 6.
field. However, the second game the end of the month and figures to
Alaska Fairbanks; 7. Seattle Univ.;
turned out to be a little bumpier for make an immediate impact on the
Chronicle Photograph
8. COYOTES; 9. Humboldt State;
the young Coyotes team.
team.
Hit This: Pitcher Antoinette Tapia throwing heat.
10. Grand Canyon

Late Inning Call Dials Loss

Windy Split

J ennifer Joy: Featured Athlete,
So. # 1 Tennis Singles
In a Nutshell: J y has started
this season off with two strong
back-to-back wins. Battling the
flu, Joy defeated the number one
player from Redlands, 6-2 and 63. In the fust match of the season, Joy moped up on
Bakersfield's number one player
6-0 and 6-4. Jennifer Joy held
the best record from the 2005
season in singles and doubles
play. Joy was 13-3 in singles, 63 in CCAA (California
Collegiate Athletic
Assocationles) play, and 6-6 in
doubles in 2005.
Age: 19
Hometown: Palm Desert, CA
High School: Palm Desert High
Schobl
·.
Major: Health Science/Nutrition
~ole Model: Parents
Favorite Athlete: Martina
Hingus
Favorite Movie: Man on.Fire
Favorite Musical Artist: Jack
Johnson
F avorite TV Show: Food
Network
Most M emorable Sports
M oment: Joy played a match in
Omaha, NE last year and made it
to the quarterfinals.
ost E mbarrassing Sports
Moment: "Waking up late and
showing up to practice late."
Pregame or P rematch
Rituals/S uperstitions: Joy
focuses during her matches by
thinking about hip-hop tunes in
her mind.
Hobbies: Playing tennis and
training to be better at tennis.
Fut ure Goals: A degree in physical therapy to become a registered dietitian.
Other Sports Played : "I played
soccer in my youth, but had to
pick soccer or tennis when I
went to high school, and I
picked tennis."
Other Honors Attained: CCAA
Freshman of the Year award for
2005, and all CCAA 1st team.
Aspirations for this season: To
have a flawless record in singles.
What do you think this season
will be like? "The schedule is
challenging, but we are already
doing better this season than
last. The team is working
together more and with the new
members it brings new life to
our team."

..

As told to
Jaclyn Baldwin
Staff Writer

Division I Pool ·P.ar~y Ends in Defeat
Sarah Reneker
Staff Writer

Sarah ,Reneker/Chronicle
Above The Water: Junior Abby Rich elevates for a shot on goaL

The Women ' s Water Polo
team was defeated by two nationally ranked NCAA Division I
'teams on Feb. 4. With these two
defeats, the Coyotes are now 2-2
this season.
..
Tackling their first opponents
of the day at Cal Baptist
University, the Coyotes faced
No~ 16 in the nation, Arizona· State.
Going head to head in the first
half, the Coyotes found themselves
only trailing by one at the end of
the second, 6-5. The Sun Devils
opened the floodgates in the third
when they scored seven unanswered goals, three of which they
capitalized on man up situations
from the ejections that Cal State
committed.

"The third quartbr is what
killed us," said Coach Tom
Finwall. "We were out shot by five
goals and that created the lead for
Arizona. If you look at the stats
from the other three quarters we
were either .out shot by one or
tied."
The Coyotes were defeated by
a score of 15-8 at the end of the
match. Senior Sarah Reneker
scored three goals, while senior
Bridget Berg and sophomore
Freyja Berg each contributed a
pair. Heather Dohy, who substituted in goal for Connie Daniels,
totaled eight saves.
In the second match of the
day, ·the Coyotes hosted the
Guaehos of UC Santa Barbara,
No.lO in the nation. Scoring five
goals in the first quarter, the
Guachos dominated the lead at the

half, 8-2. From there, the Coyotes
were only able to tally two more
goals and took a loss of 12-4.
"It's still pretty early in the
season," said junior utility Denise
Valderrama. "If you take away the
cheap goals Santa Barbara made
against us, you .would see that we
are very compatible with them,"
referring to the absence of their
starting goalie.
Reneker had two of the four
goals, while junior Tina Torres and
sophomore Brandy Bray added the
other two. Goalie Dohy blocked
eight shots.
"These los&es are only going
to make us stronger and come
together more as a team," said
Valderrama. "We're looking to
come out with more intensity in
our future games and show them
how competitive we can be."
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Robert Wh••..., .. ,...,
Tennis Brings Joy:
.
Sophomore sensation Jennifer . ·-:
Joy serves up opponents.
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